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There is a Japanese proverb, “Fear is 
only as deep as the mind allows.”

Fear, while an instinctual part of 
each and every one of us, should not 
control us or drive our actions, except 
in the case of extreme danger, like 
being attacked by a shark or other 
such creatures. Obvious, right?

Then why do so many let fear – some 
knowingly and most unknowingly 
– drive their daily actions and limit 
the life they can lead? Well, it doesn’t 
limit everyone.

 ers from selacho-
phobia, or what she fondly has re-
named Horriblehorriblesharkydeath-
phobia. This is merely one among 
many of her fears when it comes to 
the ocean.

Yet she agreed to embark on an 
adventure that would mean sailing 

 c Ocean and facing 
every single one of those mari-
time-related fears head-on.

Let me paint the picture for you. 
Torre was in her mid-20s, a recent 
Australian transplant, and she met a 
man in a bar in San Francisco. Typical 
girl-meets-boy story, except for one 
thing. This boy asked the girl to go on 
a trip across the ocean with him. Well, 
the love-struck girl agreed.

Torre, who wrote a memoir about her 
 ects that love trumped 

fear and she didn’t want fear to be 
the reason she said no.

So what did she do? Like any intel-
ligent person, she dug deep and 
learned. She read books, signed up 
for classes and talked to various peo-
ple all about what she feared most: 
“being in the middle of the ocean in 

the middle of the night” – and, oh 
yeah, the sharks too.

Eventually, Torre embarked on the 
fearsome journey and, to her sur-
prise, she did more than just survive 
– she thrived. Torre discovered that 
fear is “often all about the anticipa-
tion” and that when “something bad 
is actually happening, you click into 
action and the anxiety goes away.”

Now, Torre is careful to note that she 
didn’t eradicate her fears. But she 
realized how to separate reasonable 
from unreasonable fears. She realized 
that the unreasonable ones, once 
acknowledged, would fade away. The 
reasonable fears could still be con-
quered but not removed.

There is a key lesson in Torre’s discov-
ery: To conquer means to overcome 
and take control.

Overcoming and conquering fear is 
something I’ve studied intensely be-
cause of my mentoring and training 
of CEOs and entrepreneurs in helping 
them to reach and realize their inner 
potential and achieve their big ideas.

You might not be able to eradicate 
your fears, but you can certainly take 
control of them and use them to 
work for you and not against you, or 
at least prevent them from stopping 
you from doing the things you want 
in life, like Torre did.

The only thing stopping you from 
realizing your God-given talents and 
capabilities is fear. Turn fear into fun 

 oodgates of 
your potential. Nothing – and I mean 
nothing – will be able to stop you 
then.
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“Over 13 years we have built a relationship with Ryan Haislar 
and the highly qualified Computerease technicians that is based 

on trust, knowledge and a commitment to service. We trust 
Computerease and we feel like we are their most important 

client! ”-Kevin Smith, Administrator

If you are a client and would like to be featured in a future edition of Client Spotlight, please contact Larissa 
by phone at 618-346-8324 or 314-432-1661 or by email at Larissa@computer-service.com.
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Boonslick Medical Group is the largest independent multi-specialty provider in the Greater St. Louis Area.  They can trace 
their roots back to Main St. in St. Charles and have a new state-of-the-art facility in St. Peters, MO.  All their physicians are 

board-certified in their areas and have years of  experience.

Computerease has served the St. Louis and Metro East area for over 32 years and our passion is to help 
educate other business owners about how the latest advances in technology can help you increase efficiency 
and productivity in your day to day operations.  Contact us for a FREE assessment of your current systems 
and we will create a custom business IT and phone solution guaranteed to solve your IT problems for good, 

save your money and give you piece of mind so that you can focus on your priority-your business!

Trusted Advisors That Invest in Our Business For The Long Term

Our IT room designed by Com-
puterease is optimized for climate 

control, prevention of  flooding and 
centralized hardware.

Proactive and Attentive IT Support Allows Us To Focus On Patient Care
        At Boonslick Medical Group, our priority is a positive patient experience 
so we remain independent, allowing us to refer to a patient as needed and 
enabling us to follow a patient’s case from the beginning to the end.  We even 
handle all the billing and insurance ourselves to maintain a high level of  
service!  However, we choose to outsource our IT support to Computerease 
because they take all the headaches and hassles out of managing our tech-
nology, allowing us to focus on our patients.
        Even with over 44,000 patient encounters last year alone, a paperless 
EMR system, handling our 3rd party software issues, maintaining our 
back-ups in a secure off-site location and keeping us safe from the latest cyber-
security threats that are plaguing the healthcare industry, the Computerease 
team never fails to be attentive and reliable!

        In addition to the IT support we rely on for our day to day operations, we 
also rely on Computerease for their expert advice on the long term technolo-
gy needs of our busy medical practice.  When we moved into our new state of  
the art building in multi-stage process, Ryan Haislar, Vice President, personally 
met with the architect and construction team multiple times to ensure that our 
long-term technology needs were addressed in the set-up and design of  the 
facility.  The Computerease team has even coordinated and implemented the 
numerous staffing and location changes that we have experienced along with 
our growing practice over the years. 
        Whatever the future advances in technology might be, Computerease’s 
expertise is an asset that will help us remain on the forefront of technology 
so that we can continue to fulfill our commitment to the high quality, 
patient-focused medical care that our patients deserve.


